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Airbus A340 plane lands on Antarctica for first time
Lilit Marcus, CNN • Updated 24th November 2021
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Hi Fly 801 took off from Cape Town, South Africa on Tuesday, November 2.

Captain Carlos Mirpuri sets foot on Antarctica.
Marc Bow/Hi Fly

The plane was commissioned by Wolf's Fang, a new upscale adventure camp on the
world's southernmost continent, and brought much-needed supplies to the resort.
Wolf's Fang is a new project from high-end Antarctica tourism company White Desert.
The crew of Hi Fly 801 (and its return trip to Cape Town, Hi Fly 802) was led by Captain
Carlos Mirpuri, who is also Hi Fly's vice president.
Each flight took between five and five and a half hours, and the team spent less than
three hours on the ground in Antarctica, covering 2,500 nautical miles.
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carving we get an adequate braking coefficient; the runway being 3,000 meters long,
landing and stopping an A340 that heavy on that airfield wouldn't be a problem."
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